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Again and again, it is on the news every day, that some Muslim has been trying to blow
something up somewhere in the world. Every day, it is on the news that some Muslim group
massacred some Jewish civilians or another Muslim group. Repeatedly it is on the news, that
some Muslim military or authority has jailed, tortured, or killed a group of civilians. Yet in the
21 century, we witness that Muslims mutilate people’s arms and legs for robbery, stone them to
death for adultery, throw them from height for homosexuality, and torture, and behead them for
opposing their rulership.
The reason is, a group of lunatics is out there, unattended and unleashed, wrecking havoc
recklessly. A group called Muslims that are infected with a deadly plague called Islam. Islam is a
deadly ideology that turns the follower to a mentally disabled schizophrenic patient that is
willing to kill and destroy for the imaginary Lord of blood, Allah.
Allah is the Lord of anger and gory, and hate and nought. Allah is described to Muslims
as a God who has no mercy for anyone but a Muslim. On the other hand, Muslims believe that
the Koran is divine words of God, and it must be accepted with no question or argument and it
does not need to be analyzed.
Islam is human’s worst nightmare that has come true so far. Islam is the worst disaster
that could have happened to the human being; it is worse than earthquakes, worse than tsunamis,
and worse than plague. It is important to emphasize that Islam is not a religion and it has nothing
to do with spiritual beliefs. It is partially about massacre and plunder [1], and the rest is just
about nonsensical cock and bull stories [2].
Truth of the matter is; even if one billion people strongly believe in something, it can still
be absolutely ridiculous, and even if one billion Muslims think that Islam is a religion, it can still
be merely a widespread mental disease. Islam is not a religion; it is a disease, a neurological
disease that disables a person’s ability of rational thinking. Islam cripples the brain and turns
man into a ‘zombie’ who lives to die [3]. Islam convinces the Muslim to commit cruelties that a
healthy mind would never think of. When one observes the brutal crimes committed by Muslims,
they shall realize that Muslims are either mentally disabled, or endlessly gory.
Since a Muslim is mentally disabled, they cannot recognize right and wrong, how else
would someone blow themselves up for imaginary fairytales? When the Islamic plague’s virus
enters the blood, it causes hallucinations and a Muslim is very much like a person who is always

stoned with drugs. This technique –brainwashing people with ideology conducive to mean
streaks, has been around since centuries ago referring to Persian assassins; the Persian
designation of the Nizari branch of the Ismaili Shia Muslims during the Middle Ages. The
Nizari, or Hashshashin (Assassins), as they were designated by their enemies, were brainwashed
by their Imam, Hassan-i Sabbah using drugs and ideology to follow his commands. The very
similar technique is used by more recent terrorist groups to rouse their followers. Adolf Hitler
brainwashed his followers with ideology too, and now Taliban, Al-Qaeda, and Muslim Imams of
different brands of Islam are using the ideology together with granting their followers orgy and
fornication in heaven to rouse their followers conducive to their goals.
Islam in itself works very much like drugs, and Islam sellers of any kind are vicious drug
dealers, nevertheless, both Islam seller and the Muslim must be prohibited from performing these
activities in society. Islamic plague infects the brain so drastically than the patient (Muslim)
might claim that earthquakes are caused by women who dress inappropriately, or if one blows
himself up in the middle of Times Square, they will be fast-tracked to Allah’s brothel and
Mohammed’s orgies in heaven.
Muslims are walking time bombs and dangerous, silent assassins, they are bloody
zombies that must be haltered, or they create disaster. The time has come for us to admit that
even if not every Muslim is a terrorist, but every terrorist is definitely a Muslim. Muslims are
always high and hallucinated like a drugged person and they must be prohibited from performing
any social activities that might be dangerous to perform while intoxicated.
There is some sort of vaccination against most mortal disease, and the vaccine against
Islam is by preventing this mortal plague from extension in the West, and by uprooting any
Islamic custom from the face of society. Similar actions have taken place in France and
Switzerland, and they must be globally considered, otherwise the Islamic plague will drastically
destroy the entire human civilization. Any Islamic behavior must be banned in Western societies,
and being a Muslim must be considered as committing a crime and treason. It is crucial to realize
that this mortal plague will destroy humanity if human does not uproot it.
Terrorism is wildly conducted and supported by Islamic leaders like the Islamic regime
of Iran, Syria, Hezbollah of Lebanon, Hamas, and many other fanatic Muslim groups. They use
their embassies, mosques, and places of worship in the Western world to plan their terrorist
attacks and rouse the believers to conduct such evil actions, hence these places must be
eradicated from the Western world. Letting Muslims act freely in society is very much like
letting cannibals have their official offices and branches.
Times Square’s failed bomb attack and dozens of other small and huge disasters created
by Muslims must be an alarm to put a stop on expanse of Islamic plague in the West and
stopping Muslims from building up mosques and expanding the Islamic culture. Muslim

communities must be gagged and haltered and under restrict control and observation by the
government.
It is obvious as in broad daylight to the U.S government and every other Western
government how destructive and inhuman this ideology is, but yet, Muslims have oil, and oil,
people like! Muslims are with no doubt the most serious threat to human’s life and safety in 21
century, and Islam is a mortal, contagious plague that must be uprooted before it takes more
victims because Islam is a disease that not only makes the patient suffer, but also the people
around them.
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[1]: Encouraging Muslims to slaughter and plunder in the Koran:
Go ye forth, whether equipped lightly or heavily, and strive and struggle, with your
goods and your persons in the way of Allah. That is best for you if you knew (Koran
9:41).
[2]: An example of cock and bull stories yarned in the Koran that are not worth a whoop; these
blathers are not worth a person’s while and have no value to be called the words of God:
And (remember) when Moses said to his people: "Verily, Allah commands you that
you slaughter a cow." They said, "Do you make fun of us?" He said, "I take Allah’s
refuge from being among the fools." They said, "Call upon your lord for us that he
may make plain to us what it is!" He said, "He says, 'Verily, it is a cow neither too old
nor too young, but (it is) between the two conditions', so do what you are
commanded." They said, "Call upon your lord for us to make plain to us its color." He
said, "He says, 'It is a yellow cow, bright in its color, pleasing to the beholders.' “They
said, "Call upon your lord for us to make plain to us what it is. Verily to us all cows
are alike, And surely, if Allah wills, we will be guided." He (Moses) said, "He says, 'It
is a cow neither trained to till the soil nor water the fields, sound, having no other
color except bright yellow.' “They said, "Now you have brought the truth." So they
slaughtered it though they were near to not doing it (Koran 2:67-71).
[3]: Encouraging Muslims to wish for death in the Koran:
Say to (them): "If the home of the Hereafter with Allah is indeed for you specially and
not for others, of mankind, then long for death if you are truthful" (Koran 2:94).
And the life of this world is nothing but play and amusement. But far better is the
house in the Hereafter for those who are pious. Will you not then understand? (Koran
6:32).

